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Dragon Gladiators: A Reverse Harem Fantasy Romance
With one tournament to the death left to go, our team is working harder than ever to train but with my arm broken and Azar's leg broken we are at a big disadvantage. Training can't keep my mind off of my quest for answer about my strange magic, Nevada is determined to help me uncover answers and help me break into the Ancient Roman library the Atrium Libertatis for answers. Do we dare risk our safety for a few ancient scrolls that may answer all the questions I've ever had
about myself? That's right we do! Add in a tougher teams than ever and I'm not sure we're making it out of Ancient Rome alive and in one piece. *Dragon Beloved is a complete novel, the third out of five in the Dragon Gladiators series.**This book is 18+*
Librarian turned Gladiatrix.That's what a female gladiator is called, not a term for a dominatrix in gladiator gear. Bummer right? I wish.I'm Octavia Alexander. A few days ago, I was hiding out under a facade of normalcy, hiding my magic by being as mundane as possible. Every card I touch comes to life between my fingers, a simple deck of playing cards could be a deadly weapon in my hands.Today, I've been recruited to a supernatural tournament of dragons in Ancient Rome, the
dragon population is so low they have to recruit other sorts of magical creatures from other realms and times. Now I need to survive eleven battles to the death to earn my freedom against the biggest and baddest monsters from history and mythology.Thankfully, the most dangerous dragons aren't in the arena, they're in my bed.I thought I knew all of their secrets but I was so wrong, their secrets might just get us all killed.*Do you like edge-of-your-seat action? Heart pounding
sexual tension? Inappropriate humor? You'll love the Dragon Gladiators series!**RH Time Travel Adventure Paranormal Romance*This is a complete novel with a happy-for-now ending, there are four more books in the series, out in 2018!
This study of ancient Roman shipping and trade across continents reveals the Roman Empire’s far-reaching impact in the ancient world. In ancient times, large fleets of Roman merchant ships set sail from Egypt on voyages across the Indian Ocean. They sailed from Roman ports on the Red Sea to distant kingdoms on the east coast of Africa and southern Arabia. Many continued their voyages across the ocean to trade with the rich kingdoms of ancient India. Along these routes, the
Roman Empire traded bullion for valuable goods, including exotic African products, Arabian incense, and eastern spices. This book examines Roman commerce with Indian kingdoms from the Indus region to the Tamil lands. It investigates contacts between the Roman Empire and powerful African kingdoms, including the Nilotic regime that ruled Meroe and the rising Axumite Realm. Further chapters explore Roman dealings with the Arab kingdoms of southern Arabia, including
the Saba-Himyarites and the Hadramaut Regime, which sent caravans along the incense trail to the ancient rock-carved city of Petra. The first book to bring these subjects together in a single comprehensive study, The Roman Empire and the Indian Ocean reveals Rome’s impact on the ancient world and explains how international trade funded the legions that maintained imperial rule.
When Nigel Bloodragon, Duke of Sarcen, goes to Earth to find a woman willing and able to pose as the queen to ferret out her enemies, he spies MP Cpl. Josephine Benat in action, subduing a criminal, and is immediately convinced she's perfect for the job. It isn't until after Nigel has dragged her to Atar that Josie manages to convince him that she has no interest in glory or riches, but that's when they both discover they have a serious problem. The portal is unstable, they've
arrived in the wrong time, and they must seek Goldenwing to find their way back. This is when Nigel discovers they have another serious problem. Unlike the females of the dragon clan, human females are always in season. Rating: Contains violence, adult language, and graphic sexual content.
Sold to the Alien Gladiators
Dragon's Baby (New & Lengthened 2021 Edition)
The Ancient World Economy & the Kingdoms of Africa, Arabia & India
Dragon's Baby Large Print
A Reverse Harem Dragon Mythology Romance

THE NUMBER ONE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER NOW A MAJOR FILM, STARRING STEVE CARELL AND BAFTA AND GOLDEN GLOBE NOMINATED TIMOTHEE CHALAMET ‘What had happened to my beautiful boy? To our family? What did I do wrong?’ Those are the wrenching questions that haunted every moment of David Sheff’s journey through his son Nic’s addiction to drugs and tentative steps toward recovery. Before Nic Sheff became addicted to crystal meth, he was a charming boy, joyous and funny, a varsity
athlete and honor student adored by his two younger siblings. After meth, he was a trembling wraith who lied, stole, and lived on the streets. With haunting candour, David Sheff traces the first subtle warning signs: the denial, the 3am phone calls (is it Nic? the police? the hospital?), the attempts at rehab. His preoccupation with Nic became an addiction in itself, and the obsessive worry and stress took a tremendous toll. But as a journalist, he instinctively researched every avenue of treatment that might save his son and
refused to give up on Nic. This story is a first: a teenager's addiction from the parent's point of view – a real-time chronicle of the shocking descent into substance abuse and the gradual emergence into hope. Beautiful Boy is a fiercely candid memoir that brings immediacy to the emotional rollercoaster of loving a child who seems beyond help. Read the other side of Nic Sheff's bestselling memoir, Tweak. Praise for Beautiful Boy:- 'A brilliant, harrowing, heartbreaking, fascinating story, full of beautiful moments and hard-won
wisdom. This book will save a lot of lives and heal a lot of hearts'. Anne Lamott 'An important book... moving, timely and startlingly beautiful.' Richard Branson
Stay alive at all costs. No attachments, no looking back, no emotion.The last thing my father gave me was a key. No explanation, no details, just a key. The last thing he asked of me was to take the key to a set of co-ordinates. But survival in a fallen world filled with Feral isn't easy. The Fangs and the Claws, once upstanding members of society are now slave to the virus, hunting indiscriminately under a perpetually full moon.There is no hope. There is no haven. Not alone. Not until them.They are a new breed of monster--beasts
of both fang and fur. Unaffected by the sickness, they crave only one thing, and it runs through my veins. Survive, my father said. Look out for no one except yourself. But sometimes the only way to survive is to make attachments. Sometimes the only way to live is to accept a dance with death. And right now, for me, the path to survival is in the blood. Here's to hoping it doesn't kill me.The Vampire Diaries meets The Walking Dead in this Post-Apocalyptic Urban Fantasy with a slow burn Why Choose romance
"She is mine to protect, mine to shelter, mine to feed and mine to cover. When she is weak, I shall be her strength. She was stolen from her world by our captors. Now her survival is my responsibility. It is her duty to endure my lust, respect my nest mates and honour our union with offspring. I revere this giver of life, as is the way." ~ Venomous One, formerly of Rök, enslaved gladiator Abducted from Earth and transported to a slave planet in an unknown galaxy, Lumen finds herself, shackled, naked and put on display before
an alien horde. Told the males will battle for the right to slake their lusts with her body, she would become the slave of slaves. Venomous One, a proud warrior enslaved, has given up hope of returning to his home world and finding a life mate. When a female is tossed into the arena his soul demands he claim her. Winning his mate by Right of Might, he vows to protect Lumen and be a good provider, no matter how ugly her human appearance. Rescued by Venomous’ people, the couple face space pirates, the condemnation of
an alien government, galactic war, and a deadlier threat from within the warrior’s own kindred.
The stories say that the dragons saved humanity, but all they left were ashes, cinder, and a new breed of human. Welcome to the Outlands, where nobody cares if you scream. Rogue, Fighter, survivor. I have many roles, but my only purpose is to protect my loved ones and make a better life for them. It'll take one more job to make my dream a reality. But fate, the uncooperative bitch, stands ready to twist the knife. Taken by Dragon bloods, the better-looking result of human and dragon unions, I'm caged and forced to fight in
the arena for their amusement. They want me to bleed, but I'll be damned if I'll kiss the sand for them But there is more to the Arena's purpose than meets the eye, and I'm beginning to believe that all the stories I've been told may be nothing more than fiction. With the help of a man with eyes like flame, and his arrogant, incorrigible brother, I may just survive to find out the truth. The Bloods are close to executing an awful plan, and the only way to stop them is to escape. My family wait for me. My dream awaits, and freedom will
be mine. A kick-ass fantasy with a slow burn whychoose romance. Fans of Rise of the Iliri and War of the Gods will love The Dragon Guard series.
Chosen by Demons: A Short Reverse Harem
Dragons of the Dawn
Feline The Heat
Grigori
A Royal Dragon Romance
Shoot the Messenger

NOW FREE! Lies aren't her only weapons against the fae... In the Halow system, one of Earth’s three sister star systems, tek and magic—humans and fae—are at war. Kesh Lasota is a ghost in the machine. Invisible to tek, she’s hired by the criminal underworld to carry illegal messages through the Halow system. But when one of those messages kills its recipient, Kesh finds herself on the run with a bounty on her head and a quick-witted marshal on her tail. Proving her innocence should be straightforward. Until a warfae steals the evidence she needs. The fae haven’t been seen in Halow in
over a thousand years. And this one—a brutally efficient killer able to wield tek—should not exist. But neither should Kesh. As Kesh’s carefully crafted lie of a life crumbles around her, she knows being invisible is no longer an option. To hunt the warfae, to stop him from destroying a thousand-year fragile peace, she must resurrect the horrors of her past. Kesh Lasota was a ghost. Now she’s back, and there’s only one thing she knows for certain: Nobody shoots the messenger and gets away with it. Reader note: This series is professionally edited and proofread for your reading enjoyment.
DragonCon Award finalist for Best Fantasy (Paranormal) 2018 Messenger Chronicles reading order: Shoot the Messenger, #1 Game of Lies, #2 The Nightshade's Touch, #3 Prince of Dreams, #4 Her Dark Legion, #5 (coming late 2019) Shoot the Messenger is a full-length novel: 80,000 words. Genre: Science-fantasy. Paranormal in a sci-fi setting. Slow-burn alternative relationship dynamic. Dark fantasy. Paranormal fantasy. Urban fantasy series. Perfect for readers of Ilona Andrews, Jeaniene Frost, Lilith Saintcrow and Laurell K Hamilton. Download for free now and begin this fae-in-space
fantasy adventure!
A night of drinking and a dangerous blood pact lead the Scott brothers on a mission to discover the impossible… the truth about the Loch Ness Monster. Humans have spent so much searching for signs of the beast of legend, to no avail. But warlocks like the Scott brothers? When they search, they end up dead. But no matter the risk, their blood pact binds them to the lake until they can discover the truth. Luckily for them, a local woman with her own secrets is willing to help them in their search. Only, when they come face-to-face with a creature who demands their blood, will they be able
to save themselves and the woman who may be their mate? CHOSEN BY WARLOCKS is a reverse harem erotic romance involving one lucky woman and three hot warlocks. It’s also a short standalone story with a little twist at the end, so better settle in for an unexpected ride! (This story was previously named The Warlocks’ Pact.) Search Terms: paranormal romance, whychoose, why choose, reverse harem, RH, fantasy romance, shifter romance, shifters romance, steamy story, short story, short short, alpha male, alpha males, demon romance, demons, vampire, vampire romance,
elementalist, elementalists, elementalist romance, witch romance, witch, witch, wizard, wizards, magic, sword, sorcery, fast paced, adventure romance, short romance, quick read, hot read
Yes, to the hottest, baddest Fae Kings. No, to being their bitch.When my parents mysteriously disappear, leaving me to raise my six crazy, younger siblings, my dreams for college are dashed. It gets worse when someone sends a slew of monster assassins after me. Their untimely arrival is followed by three devastatingly hot Fae assholes who stalk me. Baron, the pompous and dominating Summer King, thinks I'm a dark Fae and wants my head. Then he changes his mind and declares me his fated mate. Hells-a-no. Especially now that he wants me to prove my worth. Really? Then there's
Rowan, the possessive and cruel Winter King, who offers to protect me from the assassins, but only if I accept his obnoxious courtship requests. And finally, there's Night King Rydstrom, a dangerous and mysterious Fae with an ass that doesn't quit, who thinks he has every right to play me like a fiddle. Too bad for them, I'm not the docile type they're used to commanding. I might want to screw them, but I have no intention of joining the trail of broken hearts and bodies in their wake.For I hold a deep, dark secret. Their arrival has woken in me the very forbidden magic they've been hunting,
and I, Evelina Greene, am going to have a wicked good time teaching these Alpha Fae a lesson.Fever Fae is a full-length Reverse Harem fantasy romance perfect for fans of Ilona Andrews, Sarah J Maas, Laura Thalassa, C.N. Crawford, K. F. Breene, Annette Marie, Karen Marie Morning, Leia Stone, Jaymin Eve, Linsey Hall, and Amelia Hutchins.
My strange life as a scientific researcher is ripped apart the day blood-thirsty pirates attack our space ship. In the confusion, the ship is thrown off course. We crash land on a planet that can barely support life. Yeah...things are going swell. I've escaped the pirates, at least. But when Ladon, a powerful Zmaj warrior, rescues me from the scorching desert wasteland, I soon learn I have bigger problems. This planet is home to a dragon-alien...and he has eyes set on me. Ladon takes me to his lair, where it soon becomes clear I'm not just a prisoner. I'm his mate. In love with my curves and my
soft, human form, he declares he intends to keep me and claim me in every way. And the moment he touches my trembling body, he leaves no doubt... This fierce, protective dragon owns me. Fans of Ruby Dixon and Calista Skye will love Dragon's Baby by USA Today Bestselling Author Miranda Martin, a full length, standalone science fiction romance with a happily ever after, plenty of steam, bloody battles, and alien-human intrigue.
Venomous (Alien Warrior)
Monsters and Gargoyles
Feline The Pressure
The Firehouse Feline: The Complete Series
Fever Fae
Kian: House of Flames (Daddy Dragon Romance)

To claim her, he must tell her things she can't imagine ...A grieving woman ...Devastated by loss and divorce, Everly needs a fresh start. When she answers an ad for a nanny, she finds herself living with an impossibly hot man called Kian and caring for his sweet baby girl, Ember.A dragon prince ...Kian knows, the instant he meets Everly, that she's his mate. He also knows that no matter
how much he longs to tell her the truth, he can't reveal his secrets to this unsuspecting human. Instead of confessing that he's an alien refugee from another planet, he tries to give her everything she could possibly want. An ancient enemyA shocking discovery leads to Everly and Ember being kidnapped by vampires. Can Kian find them in time? And even if he does, will Everly accept the
truth of who he is?Everly and Kian's story begins another exciting, steamy series from Scarlett Grove!
We will claim her.She looks at my triad with disgust and hatred.We stare at her with pure hunger. Captured and forced to battle in the blood-soaked arenas of Bugra, my triad will live and die under the scorching sun. The only thing that moves our weary muscles and overcomes the pain of our wounds is the obsession of claiming our fated mate.She is brought to us humiliated and disheveled,
and yet still her eyes burn with defiance. We are born to battle. We are born to blood and violence. Aurelians have no master, and when we break our shackles there will be a reckoning. She will be ours, even if I have to level empires and plunge the universe into war. I would kill for her, die for her, even as her hatred burns me to the core. She will be ours.Look inside to preview the
book!
Dragon GladiatorsA Reverse Harem Fantasy Romance
Life as a monster is a sh*t pile with a cherry on top...It's hard to be a monster in a world full of goddesses and humans. Especially when, on a rare occasion, you happen to accidentally kill a person here or there. And people, for some reason, seem to think you're the bad guy. Crazy, right?But if there's one thing a monster knows, it's that life can always get worse.Like when you're
enemies, the gargoyles, finally manage to get their hands on you. And as hot as that sounds, they're not exactly putting their hands where you want them, if you know what I mean.Because while the rest of the world sees gargoyles as the sexy white knights charged with protecting humanity, they're kind of protecting them from us... by taking our heads.So that's what we're dealing with now.
Being hated by the world, kidnapped by hot gargoyles, and preparing for whatever the next disaster might be.It's strange though. Sometimes the Fates have plans and maybe this time we monsters might get our happily-ever-afters too.MONSTERS AND GARGOYLES is a box set of the first three full-length books in the Monsters and Gargoyles series: Medusa's Destiny, Keto's Tale, and Celaeno's
Fate. These are steamy reverse harem stories set in modern-day, with sassy heroines, and hot-as-sin gargoyles. So, be ready for three standalones about Medusa, a mermaid, and a harpy, in a shared universe that will leave you begging for more.
(Books 1-3): A Paranormal Reverse Harem Romance
Dragon Lust
Dragon Beloved
A Fantasy Reverse Harem
Dragon Trial
Four Ever
Leprechauns are real, and apparently, jerks who like to play with people’s luck… Jaxson and his brothers are finally free from the demon realm. And in order to remain on Earth, all they have to do is keep an eye on one half-breed. A Rogue Hunter who tries to save paranormal creatures from the humans who seek to destroy them. The job should be easy for three demon shifters… right? But when a job goes wrong, and a leprechaun messes with their luck, will they be doomed? Or will they get lucky on their first day back on Earth? CHOSEN BY DEMONS is a reverse harem erotic
romance involving one lucky woman and three hot demons. It’s also a short standalone story with a little twist at the end, so better settle in for an unexpected ride! (This story was previously named The Rogue Next Door.) Search Terms: paranormal romance, whychoose, why choose, reverse harem, RH, fantasy romance, shifter romance, shifters romance, steamy story, short story, short short, alpha male, alpha males, demon romance, demons, vampire, vampire romance, elementalist, elementalists, elementalist romance, witch romance, witch, witch, wizard, wizards, magic,
sword, sorcery, fast paced, adventure romance, short romance, quick read, hot read
One sassy pyromaniac thief, three sexy-as-sin monsters, and a paranormal conspiracy of epic proportions. It was an ordinary job. Another night, another asshole collector of the supernatural. I free some poor little beasties from their cages, pocket a few trinkets to pay my bills, and burn the place down on my way out. Just call me the Robin Hood of monster emancipation. I didn't count on three manly monsters following me home like lost puppies. Stunningly hot lost puppies, but still. Now I've got a seductively cheeky incubus, a sweetly enthusiastic demon, and a grimly stoic
angel camped out in my kitchen. They're determined to repay me for my help, and they won't get out of my apartment until they're satisfied we're even. To be fair, they've got no place else to go. A covert band of hunters captured their boss, and the trail is ice-cold. I'll lend a hand if it means I can send them packing... and when it looks like we're up against the same creeps who murdered the person I loved most, you'd better believe I'm all in. Track down the baddies. Steal back the boss. Don't get killed along the way. Oh, and maybe hook up with a monstrous hottie or two. Piece of
cake. I'm so going to regret this. *Shadow Thief is the first book in a new urban fantasy series from bestselling author Eva Chase. If you love kickass heroines with sass to spare, drool-worthy monsters who have their own sense of morality, and steamy romances where there'll be no choosing required, dive in now!*
In the Unitam Realm, power determines where you belong. And Claire just unlocked more of it. More questions than answers is the story of Claire's life now. Where is she from? Who are her parents? And why was her vision the cost of binding her magic? She survived her first year at the Academy, but someone out there seems determined she won't live to see the second one. Dark magic is calling beasts out of the Elven Forest that haven't been seen since the Great War, and they all seem to have a strange fixation on Claire. Her Triad and friends have sworn to protect her, but
Claire doesn't want to lose the family she's just found in them. She'll have to figure out how to control her rapidly growing magic if she wants to be the Champion of the Realm the Academy has called her to be. With dark magic beasts, an over-interested Council, and magic that just keeps growing, Claire will have to venture into the Elven Forest in her hunt for answers about her parents, her birthright, and the true start of the Great War.
How to be a Firehouse Cat: 1. Wake up naked in a fireman's bed 2. Stare at equally naked firemen 3. Find the local witches 4. Get lots of fuss and attention 5. Don't let them figure out you're the cat And oh, yeah, find the person responsible for your curse and killing your parents. Before they find you. No pressure. I've searched for proof that witches exist all my adult life. When I finally get a lead and position myself to prove the paranormal world is real and right under our noses, enter three gorgeous firemen to derail my investigation. If I didn't know better, I'd think they were
purposefully trying to keep me from discovering the world of the witches, vampires, and shifters. As if I could ever believe it didn't exist. I'm a cat, for whisker's sake. - Feline the Heat is book one of the Firehouse Witches Series, a medium-burn paranormal reverse harem with a side of laughter and plenty of heat (and it's not just coming from the fire!)
The Fury Queen's Harem
Fire, Blood, and Beauty
Dragon Gladiators
Apocalypse the Beginning: A Post-Apocalyptic Reverse Harem Romance
Chosen by Darkness: A Short Reverse Harem
A SciFi Alien Romance
Surrounded by a group of devoted four-footed and two-winged family members, Zak and Killian have built what should have been a dream life in their countryside farmhouse. But a cruel twist of fate and the re-emergence of old demons has frayed the edges of the men's seven-year relationship until just one wrong move could end up severing their bond for good.Seemingly content to walk on eggshells around one another,
things come to a head when ER nurse Zak brings his work home with him... literally.After being forced to leave their posh Southern California lives, homeless stepbrothers Liam and Noah are slowly losing themselves to the streets they can't seem to escape. When twenty-one-year-old Liam is beaten up while protecting his younger "brother," the pair find themselves being welcomed into a home where being a stray is
considered a good thing. But Liam and nineteen-year-old Noah have learned the hard way that nothing is given for free and there's no such thing as the kindness of strangers. Survival means only counting on and trusting in each other.Will Zak and Killian's offer of a no-strings-attached place to heal end up being more than any of the four men bargained for? Especially when feelings between Liam and Noah begin to crawl
to the surface and the truth of what Zak and Killian's relationship has turned into becomes harder to deny?And what happens when lines begin to blur and needs start to change?Will Zak, Killian, Liam, and Noah end up going their separate waysOr will they learn that love doesn't always come in twos?*This is a novel about a foursome relationship, not just a story of two separate couples in physical relationships with
one another. Thus, there is no "cheating" in this story. It is a standalone novel.Trigger Warning: The trigger warnings in this book may be considered "spoilerish" so they can be found by using the "Look Inside" feature or by downloading the sample and going to the section entitled "Trigger Warning."
She has curves in all the right places. An attitude that intrigues him... and he's just doomed her to death. Golgoth has only ever wanted a woman to love. But being a poison demon, who's deadly even to his own kind, he knows such a thing is impossible. So when his brothers come up with an idea of how he can go out and mingle with humans on Halloween, the most he can hope for is to admire beautiful women from afar.
But his carefully laid plans go terribly awry, and now, he's condemned a woman to death. He can't stop fate, but his brothers have a very sexy idea on how they can make her last night unforgettable. If she'll let them... THE DEMON'S LAST KISS is a short reverse harem romance. It takes place in my Mates of the Realms: Mortals' series. Golgoth is a minor character introduced in this series, but this story is a standalone, meaning you don't need to read the series to enjoy this tale. (This story was previously named The Demon’s Last Kiss.) Search Terms: paranormal romance, whychoose, why choose, reverse harem, RH, fantasy romance, shifter romance, shifters romance, steamy story, short story, short short, alpha male, alpha males, demon romance, demons, vampire, vampire romance, elementalist, elementalists, elementalist romance,
witch romance, witch, witch, wizard, wizards, magic, sword, sorcery, fast paced, adventure romance, short romance, quick read, hot read
Four elite fae warriors. One mortal female. A magical bond they can't allow--or resist. Orphaned and sold to a harsh master, Lera's life is about mucking stalls, avoiding her master's advances, and steering clear of the mystical forest separating the mortal and fae worlds. Only fools venture into the immortal realms, and only dark rumors come out... Until four powerful fae warriors appear at Lera's barn. River, Coal,
Tye, and Shade have waited a decade for their new fifth to be chosen, the wounds from their quint brother's loss still raw. But the magic has played a cruel trick, bonding the four immortal warriors to... a female. A mortal female. Distractingly beautiful and dangerously frail, Lera can only be one thing--a mistake. Yet as the males bring Lera back to the fae lands to sever the bond, they discover that she holds more
power over their souls than is safe for anyone... especially for Lera herself. Power of Five is a full-length reverse-harem fantasy novel.
One minute, I'm just an innocent, brave, beautiful young woman chasing down an evil vampire. The next, three sexy Fae jerks abduct me from my life of slaying vamps and saving puppies.Okay, okay. I'm not particularly innocent. The beautiful part is really dependent on the lighting. And some people say 'brave', some people say 'stupid'. Whatcha gonna do? Everybody's got haters, even the toughest Hunter in Washington,
D.C.I've got amnesia, and my memories all begin five years ago. So I don't remember these cocky Fae princes, with the smoldering eyes and painfully good looks. But they definitely remember me. They say I'm the true heir to the throne. But these sexy jerks are hiding some kind of secret from me. There's trouble back in Faerieland (They hate it when I say that). Someone stole my tiara right off my head, erased my
memories and shoved me through the portal to your world. And it's time for me to find out why, with these powerful Fae males by my side-no matter how unhappy we are to be stuck together.Scroll up and download now to escape into the Fae world with Alisa and the Fae princes, her new reluctant besties.
Feline The Burn
With Her Sight
An Urban Fantasy Witch Romance
A Witch Urban Fantasy Romance
Shadow Thief
Beautiful Boy
When The World EndedThe world outside the cities went to hell a long time ago. When pollution got so bad it burned away the ozone layer, humans built protective domes in order to survive. Now, between the radiated air and the fighting among dragons and phoenixes, it's not safe to go outside. I'm a transporter. Self employed in a dangerous world, delivering valuable goods from client to recipient. But I never take on the more lucrative dome to dome jobs. When someone breaks into my
apartment looking to hire me, I refuse flat out. One, I don't like being forced. Two, the job requires leaving the dome. Three, the package is a sun-sick kid. Half-human, half-phoenix and I'm supposed to take him back to his phoenix family. Oh hell no! But the client reveals he knows my secret, blackmailing me into a job I don't want with stakes that grow higher each day. I have to take the kid straight through the Dragon Lord's territory. Everyone knows that's suicide. Coming face to face with the
dominant, sexy Dragon Lord reveals the truth about my heritage and puts me in more danger than I knew existed.
Join Callie and her fireman in the explosive and magical complete Firehouse Feline series. When Callie moves to a new town in pursuit of the truth about the supernatural, the last thing she expected was to find herself entwined with a plot to take over the local coven or to fall for the handsome firemen next door. Even with new allies, bitter enemies, and her faithful cat by her side, does Callie have what it takes to stop the King's evil plot? The Firehouse Feline Complete Series includes Feline The
Heat, Feline The Flames, Feline The Burn, and Feline The Pressure. It is an urban fantasy romance filled with witches, magic, a whychoose romantic sub-plot, and an unpredictable feline.
Resonance.It's a given on the ice planet, forced upon you by the parasitic symbiont called the 'khui'. With resonance, a guy and a girl are paired up because they'll make great babies. It's a survival mechanism necessary for this sparsely-populated world we're stranded on...and romantic, in a weird, alien way. Everyone expects resonance to happen when twenty newcomers are dropped onto the frosty world. I doubt anyone expects the gorgeous, golden god named Ashtar to resonate to someone
like me, though. He's fierce. Flirty. Powerful. Disgustingly handsome.I'm...not any of those things. I'm bland. Boring. Clumsy.But resonance seems to think we'd be great together. And Ashtar does, too...___The Icehome series features all of the adventure, humor and community you've come to expect in the Ice Planet Barbarians series, but it stands on its own. You do not need to read the other series (or be caught up) in order to read VERONICA'S DRAGON. I do recommend reading LAUREN'S
BARBARIAN to get the full experience. Enjoy!
It was the end of the world as we knew it.The Third Trumpet of the Revelation sounded and the world was ruled by the Shadow. Monsters, demons, undead and worse. Humans have retreated into underground bunkers to survive the Apocalypse. I don't belong anywhere. I've always been the odd girl out. Weird shit has happened around me all my life. You'd think with the world literally gone to hell I'd fit in better but no such luck. I'm still me, still an outcast, and still all alone. Kicked out of the only
home I've ever known, the first thing I do is run into four gorgeous men who call themselves mages. Remember the weird shit always happening? It's a fleeting encounter but I just can't stop thinking about them when I get to my new home in the bunker.When Fate doesn't just knock on my door but bursts it open with undead monstrosities, I'm saved by Efram, Rafe, and Nathanial. A Necroseer, a Demon, and an Angel. Yep, told you shit was weird. They help me escape the fall of the Bunker, and
vow themselves as my protectors. I've got a destiny to fulfill. I'm special. More special than I ever thought. So they say.It's hard going from being solitary to having so many people in my life, people I might care about, but then I meet Tynan too.He's dominating. Controlling. Arrogant. Powerful.Attractive, sexy, brooding, an alpha bad boy that makes my heart race. And a Horseman of the Apocalypse fully under the control of the Shadow. That sucks.They say I'm the one to save the world. That's
great, but how? Apocalypse: The Beginning is a slow burn fantasy romance with magic, dragons, demons, angels and one headstrong heroine who has to not only save the world but navigate her way through multiple relationships.It is Book One of The Power of Twelve, a five-book series. Previously unavailable in Kindle Unlimited and published as Divine Gift.
A Reverse Harem Romance
Veronica's Dragon
Power of Five
Newly Undead in Dark River
A Reverse Harem Fantasy Romance
Shade's Secret

Welcome to Dark River. No one lives here. When Mika ends up Undead in a ditch outside of Dark River, her life changed forever. The residents of Dark River were all vampires, and now so was Mika. Life as a Vamp was surprisingly easy. Except one of the residents of Dark River was her murderer. And they wanted to ensure Mika never rested in peace.
My husband killed me. Then he screwed his way through the city, the only problem? I didn't stay dead. It seems killing me woke something deep inside, something so dark and buried so deep I never knew it was there. I don't know what I am, I don't really care. All I can think about is revenge, even as the monsters in the dark start to surround me. Their horns and black eyes, mouths filled with fangs claiming I am theirs. My monsters will have to wait, he will regret the day he crossed me.Are you scared of
the dark? You should be.*18+ Reverse Harem Romance. Warning this book contains scenes and references of abuse/assault that some readers may find triggering. Along with graphic sex scenes and violence. This is a dark book*
I died of violence, and I was born of violence...It's a strange thing to live again. My memories of before are nothingbut shadows, like me. And yet, I've done what no Shade before me has done, I'vesevered my bond to the Underworld. As Cerberus told me to do.She said it was the only way I would be free.She didn't tell me what to do with my freedom.They say I'm a monster. Meant to obey. Meant to bow down to Hades. But when acoven of vampires gives me a purpose, I finally feel less lost. Yet when
theytake a handsome gargoyle prisoner and give him to me as a gift, my life becomesmore complicated.Four handsome gargoyles need my help to survive against thevampires. But should I believe their honeyed kisses and soft touches? Or doeseveryone in this new world simply seek to use me for my gifts?The Underworld was filled with danger, but earth has secrets, secrets that just might get me killed.SHADE'S SECRET is a steamy reverse harem romance. Itinvolves one lucky woman and three sexy
gargoyles. It's also a #whychooseromance, meaning the heroine doesn't have to choose between her love interests
Callie’s Checklist: 1. Stop being distracted by my hot firefighters. 2. Learn my powers before it’s too late. 3. Avoid the witches that want me dead. 4. Overthrow my uncle and rule. 5. Keep the people I love safe. Oh, and remember that the whole world is counting on me. That’s not a lot of pressure, right? - Feline the Pressure is book four of the Firehouse Witches Series, a paranormal reverse harem with a side of laughter and plenty of heat (and it's not just coming from the fire!)
Feline The Flames
Chosen by Warlocks: A Short Reverse Harem
Unleashed Omega
Wandering Queen
A Father's Journey Through His Son's Addiction
A Reverse Harem Paranormal Romance
My name is Lexi Helyanwe and I am a Dragon. Well actually I am part Dragon, part Elf, with twist of Lust Demon thrown in. I too was bioengineered by my parents, whose goal is to save the Dragon race and maybe the Elves, too. Of course if that secret gets out it's likely I'll end up sliced and diced on a stainless steel table in some underground lab. My Father somehow managed to break the DNA code and engineer ten male Dragons and little ol' me. Not great odds when your goal is to save an entire race, but someone had killed his partners and
trashed his lab. He'd had no choice but to go into hiding, which ultimately prevented any more experimentation. Lucky for me no one knew that Mom had been inseminated and I was already on a path that would lead me to this room some twenty five years later. Up until recently I'd managed to live a quiet life in which I was a mild mannered manual writer during the day. However, my nights were a different matter entirely. During the wee hours of the night I liked to skip through the highways and byways of the seedy part of town, working to ensure
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decent folk were safe from the local non-human underbelly inhabiting San Francisco. This just happened to be one of the reasons why at this exact moment I was sitting in the conference room surrounded by the heads of the most prominent non-human crime organizations. Of course none of them know I'm the one they're looking for, except of course Jace and Gareth. But then, it was their conference room and their meeting.
Callie's Check List 1. Turn yourself over to a tyrant. 2. Freak out because everyone is mad. 3. Try not to lose your cat. 4. Make the hot firemen yours. 5. Work out how to do magic. I've found everything I searched for. I know the truth—And it is a doozy. Now that my uncle has helped me unlock my powers, I have to officially abdicate my claim to the throne. Except, everyone is so mad at me. They think I should double cross him before he betrays me. All I want to do is keep my cat, keep my guys, and if I can liberate an entire coven in the process, that
would be amazing. - Feline the Burn is book three of the Firehouse Witches Series, a paranormal reverse harem with a side of laughter and plenty of heat (and it's not just coming from the fire!)
Callie’s Check List: 1. Tell the hot firefighters I’m their cat. 2. Stop shifting at the worst possible moments. 3. Survive against the angry witches. 4. Discover the truth about my family. 5. Stay alive Oh, and next time you wake up naked in a fireman’s bed, do something about it! Things are heating up, and it's not from the flames. - Feline the Flames is book two of the Firehouse Witches Series, a paranormal reverse harem with a side of laughter and plenty of heat (and it's not just coming from the fire!)
One hybrid Fury queen. Three pure-blood Dragon Princes. A reverse harem with a dark fairy tale twist and an epic flair! My name is Daisy. I've been cursed to serve a bad-tempered elemental in my beastly form for centuries. There's only one way to lift the curse: a kiss from three true loves. To acquire even one is nearly impossible. How am I going to get three? Then three gorgeous-as-sin, yet clueless dragon princes stumble into my lair. Only they do not come to kiss me. They come to slay me without knowing who I really am. Unless they cut the
three heads of the Furies-my heads-or make the Fury Queen fall in love with them, they'll never shift back to dragons. Not surprisingly, the princes all choose what they think is the easiest-to behead the beasts. Warning: This is a reverse harem fantasy/paranormal romance that features one strong woman and her three sexy-as-sin Dragon princes. It contains battles, steamy sex scenes, raw language, magic, swordfights, dark fae, dragon shifters, vampires, and otherworldly nightmares of creatures, and at last, true loves, with a happy ever after at the
end of series.
A Baby for the Alien Prince: Celestial Mates (the Alva Book 1)
The Roman Empire and the Indian Ocean
Rage
Dragon Lord
A Dark Reverse Harem Romance
Reverse Harem Fantasy
Dragons are real. They live among us. But not for much longer... Strong and powerful Grigori Barinov never thought his very existence could be erased by a mortal woman. But when she discovers proof of his magical bloodline, she threatens to expose him and the rest of the dragon shifters to the world in order to save her job. He kidnaps the woman and carries her off to his lonely palace in Russia. He’s prepared to do whatever it takes to stop her
from going public with his fatal secret. He’ll murder, manipulate, imprison... Anything... Except fall in love.
Bought by a gigantic alien alpha, I should be terrified. But I’m not. He’s feared across the galaxies for his brutality. Esteemed for his cunning. Known as a ruthless leader. I’m not the pathetic omega everyone suspects me to be. This mission should be like all the rest, but fate has other plans. What’s an Omega spy to do when her target turns out to be her lifemate? Unleashed Omega is the sixth scorching-hot, action-packed Omegaverse book in a
series of seven, perfect for those who love reading steamy dark paranormal romance.
Two alien dragon shifters. Two vampires. A whole new world.And I'm in the middle of it all. One minute I'm a nineteen year-old woman trying to get through life and the next second I'm in space, charged with saving the human race on an alien planet.Four men show up vowing to love and protect me ... except they aren't men at all, they're alien dragon shifters and vampires.They say we're mates. I say they're crazy.I'm charged with a mission: have their
baby.Um, how about no.They say it's destiny. I say I'm a long way from home!Fire, Blood, and Beauty is a full length, reverse harem romance with passion and suspense, including elements from paranormal, sci-fi, and fantasy. There is no cliffhanger and a guaranteed happy ending!
Science Fiction Romance
Red Planet Dragons of Tajss
For the Blood
A Shifter Fae Reverse Harem Fantasy Romance
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